
Debate Poetry 

Debate poems depict a dialogue between two natural opposites or rivals.  The debates 
highlight the contrasting values and ‘personalities’ of the participants, showcasing their 
opposite natures. Debate poems may seem superficial initially, but often make links to 
broader societal issues. 

 

 

Coffee and Tea 

Molly, my sister and I fell out, 

And what do you think it was all about? 

She loved coffee and I loved tea, 

And that was the reason we couldn’t agree. 

Traditional 

 

 
 
 

History of Tea and Coffee Drinking in Britain and the Gulf 
 

According to legend, tea has been drunk in China since about 2500BCE & there is 
certainly evidence from tombs going back to the 3rd century. It has been the national 
drink there since the 5th century. It was then introduced to Japan in the early 9th century 
leading to the famous ‘tea ceremony’ which is part of Japanese culture. During the latter 
half of the 16th century tea began to be drunk in Holland and in Portugal, because these 
two countries traded a lot in the Far East. 
 



Drinking tea has been a British tradition since the 17th century. Tea became fashionable 
when Charles II’s wife Catherine (a Portuguese princess who had grown up drinking tea) 
introduced it to aristocratic society in Britain. The (British) East India Company began 
importing large quantities of tea from China. Tea was very expensive at this time because 
of a large tax imposed on it and a lot of tea was smuggled into the country. In the late 
18th century the tax on tea was considerably reduced and then the smuggling stopped 
and tea drinking became something enjoyed by all classes, not just the rich. By the late 
19th century the amount of tea imported from India was larger than that imported from 
China (and the East India Company had been taken over by the government). The tea 
duty was finally completely abolished in 1964!  
 
The first dated mention of tea in Britain is from an advert in a London newspaper, 
Mercurius Politicus, published in September 1658. It announced that 'China Drink, called 
by the Chinese, Tcha, by other Nations Tay alias Tee' was on sale at a coffee house in 
Sweeting's Rents in the City. The first coffee house had been established in London in 
1652, and the content of this advert suggest that tea was still somewhat unfamiliar to 
most readers, so it is fair to assume that it was still something of a curiosity then. 
 
There is evidence that coffee trees were cultivated in monastery gardens 1,000 years 
ago. A legend states that a goat herder called Kaldi noticed that even the oldest goats 
behaved like young kids when they ate certain wild berries. Upon hearing this, the Abbot 
of the local monastery decided to experiment. He found that a brew of these ‘cherries’ 
could keep his brother monks awake through long hours of prayer. 
 
The first reports of commercial growing were recorded in Yemen in the fifteenth century. 
By the sixteenth century, coffee was being grown in Persia, Egypt, Syria and Turkey. Its 
popularity was probably due, in part, to the fact that Muslims found coffee to be an 
acceptable substitute for alcohol. The first coffee houses were opened in Mecca, where 
coffee drinking was initially encouraged, and quickly spread throughout the Arab world. 
These developed into luxuriously decorated places where music, dancing, chess and 
gossip could be enjoyed and business was also conducted. With thousands of pilgrims 
visiting the holy city of Mecca each year from all over the world, word of the ‘Wine of 
Araby’, as the drink was often called, began to spread far beyond Arabia. 
 
Despite the fact that trade in coffee was jealously guarded by the Arabs (foreigners were 
not allowed to visit their coffee plantations or take fertile coffee beans out of the 
country), seed beans and plant cuttings were eventually taken out of Arabia and 



cultivated in the Dutch colonies in India and Java. Amsterdam was the trading centre as 
Holland became the main supplier of coffee to Europe. 

In 1615 a coffee house opened in Venice but the British were the first to commercialise 
coffee selling. In 1650 a coffee house was opened by a Turkish Jew in Oxford and by 1652 
there were lots of coffee houses in London. During the 17th and 18th century there were 
more coffee houses in London than there are today! 
 
Some of the coffee houses in London became very well-known with different groups of 
workers and lots of business was conducted in them. Jonathan’s Coffee House in Change 
Alley was where stockbrokers usually met eventually became the London Stock 
Exchange. Likewise, ship owners and marine insurance brokers visited Edward Lloyd’s 
Coffee House in Lombard Street – it too moved on and up in the world and became the 
centre of world insurance and the headquarters of Lloyds of London. 
 
The popularity of coffee decreased in the 18th century in Britain while it was increasing in 
the rest of Europe. In recent years though, coffee has regained its popularity. 
 
 
Lots of information about tea can be found at http://www.tea.co.uk/  
The history of coffee can be found at 
http://www.britishcoffeeassociation.org/about_coffee/history_of_coffee/   
 
 
Comprehension Questions: 
 

1. How long ago is tea thought to have first been discovered and drunk? 
2. When did tea become fashionable to drink in Britain? Who is responsible for this? 
3. Which do you think was first popular in Britain – tea or coffee? How do you know? 
4. Why was coffee drinking in the Arab world popular? 
5. How did the Arabs guard their coffee trade? 
6. Was coffee widely drunk in London in the 17th and 18th centuries? How do you 

know? 
7. People used to think that tea was a drink for the upper classes, and coffee a drink 

for the working classes.  What evidence in the text supports this?  

 
 
 
 

http://www.tea.co.uk/
http://www.britishcoffeeassociation.org/about_coffee/history_of_coffee/


 
Coffee by Arthur Gray 
 
O, boiling, bubbling berry, bean! 
Thou consort of the kitchen queen – 
Browned and ground of every feature, 
The only aromatic creature 
For which we long, foe which we feel, 
The breath of morn, the perfumed meal. 
 
For what is tea! It can but mean, 
Merely the mildest go-between. 
Insipid sobriety of thought and mind! 
It ‘cuts no figure’ – we can find – 
Save peaceful essays, gentle walks, 
Purring cats, old ladies’ talks – 
 
But coffee I can other tales unfold. 
Its history’s written round and bold –  
Brave buccaneers upon the ‘Spanish Main’, 
The army’s march across the length’ng plain. 
The lone prospector wandering o’er the hill, 
The hunter’s camp, thy fragrance all distil. 
 
So here’s a health to coffee! Coffee hot! 
A morning toast! Bring on another pot. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



A Cup of Tea (Anonymous) 
 
When the world is all at odds 
And the mind is all at sea 
Then cease the useless tedium 
And brew a cup of tea. 
There is magic in its fragrance, 
There is solace in its taste; 
And the laden moments vanish 
Somehow into space. 
The world becomes a lovely thing! 
There’s beauty as you’ll see; 
All because you briefly stopped 
To brew a cup of tea. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write your own debate poem 
 

Think of two other drinks between which there is some ‘rivalry’ and write your own poem.  It could be 
Coke vs Fanta, tap water vs bottled water, apple juice vs orange juice etc.  If you feel brave, your poem 
can be about any two items/ideas, not just drinks eg, summer vs winter, mountains vs beach etc.  Use 
the grid on the following page to help you plan your poem.  Have fun! 

 



 
 
 
 

Introduction Stanza – the two drinks meet up and argue 

Drink 1’s Stanza – Drink 1 explains why they are the best and Drink 2 is the worst! 

Drink 2’s Stanza – Drink 2 explains why they are the best – Can they respond to any of Drink 1’s claims? 

Conclusion Stanza – A brief account of what happened in the end. A happy ending or angry parting? 



Noun Phrases 
A noun phrase is a small group of words which contains a noun but 
doesn’t contain a verb.  It helps to provide more detail to sentences. 
 
Example - Turn the noun in the following sentence into a noun phrase. 
Chairs (noun) will be arranged. 
 
Add words before the noun: 
Those chairs        will be arranged. 
Those comfortable chairs      will be arranged. 
Several of those comfortable red chairs   will be arranged. 
 
Add words after the noun: 
Chairs with extra cushions      will be arranged. 
Chairs with extra cushions which match the curtains  will be arranged. 
 
Or you can do both at once: 
Those chairs with extra cushions     will be arranged. 
 

******* 
 
Dog           ran after the ball. 
A dog         ran after the ball. 
A black dog        ran after the ball. 
A black dog with white paws     ran after the ball. 
An excited black dog with white paws and a long tail  ran after the ball. 
 
Note that there are noun phrases (white paws and a long tail) within the 
longer noun phrase. The chief word or head is still dog however as paws and a 
tail cannot run after a ball. 

******* 
 



Build Your Own Noun Phrases For These Sentences 
 
Cat         climbed the tree. 
 
 
Mouse        nibbled the cheese. 
 
 
Lions         captured their prey. 
 
 
Coffee         grew cold. 
 
 
Tea         was poured out. 
 
 
Cars         sped down the road. 
 
 
Football        flew over the bar. 
 
 
Cakes         tasted wonderful. 
 
 
Drink         was waiting for us. 
 
 
Pancakes        were tossed high. 
 
 
Chocolate        melted. 


